
Light weight and insulating



 DECKLITE is a special purpose product based on polymer modified cement 
mixed with EPS granules. When Dry mix and EPS granules are mixed 
together with  water at (water to powder ratio) 0.20 it produces a 
homogenous mix which can be directly applied as a screed.

 Being a light weight mix, it provides a watertight core matrix with excellent 
bonding properties to concrete substrate.

 An EPS distributed core works as a cellular core which is crack resilient. 

 EPS filled core exhibits excellent heat insulation properties and hence 
preferred on terraces instead of Brick bat coba.



Typical Applications 

 On flat as well as sloping roofs with varying thickness(250mm to 70mm)

 Light weight sunk filling

 Light weight screeds on Cantilever Balconies.

Surface preparation

 Ensure that the surface of the concrete substrate is absolutely clean.

 Ensure that the concrete substrate is dense, compact, strong and well 
cured. Wash the area thoroughly and allow drying, although slight 
dampness is preferred.



Depending upon the area to be treated a ½ bag or 1 bag mixer will be required. 
INGREDIENTS
 DECK LITE Polymer 
 DECK LITE EPS
 Water
 Cement 
 Sand

Mixing the above ingredients in a normal mixer will create an EPS coated mix 
ready to lay on the predetermined floor 
or panels to flat or grading slopes.
For a coloured top surface use coloured hard create 

It is a simple application procedure. Masons used FOR concrete flooring and 
screeding can easily do this job.
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Compressive strength

Fire resistance

Thermal conductivity

Density

Compressive strength 
at 28 days.

30 -
60kg/cm²

Excellent

W/(m-◦k) 
0.23 to
0.26

800 –
1000/m³

30-
60kg/cm²

Cubes were cast and tested Cube size: 
10cm x 10cm x 10cm

Cube 10cm x 10cm x 10cm was placed above 
an open flame for 15 minutes, material did 
not catch fire.

Heated bottom of cube, could not conduct 
heat more than 3cm height, the top of cube 
was at room temperature

Very good



Compared to China mosaic which only reflects sunlight and Brick bat 
coba which not only imposes unnecessary load but also acts as a water 
reservoir and has a tendency to form cracks due to temperature 
variation while DECKLITE is:

Low density material as a result overall dead weight on roof slab  is 
considerably reduced as a consequence reducing qty and cost of  SS 
bars reinforcement , making DECKLITE absolutely free of cost 

 Provides heat insulation (Non-convection material property)
 Fire resistant
 Water resistant
 Crack resistant
 Significant saving on units per day
 Significant reduction in room temperature 
 Can be applied on China mosaic terrace



Cost in Rs./per sq.ft.                     

 Decklite application

 Waterproofing Rs 25/-

 DECKLITE (2” thick)Rs 95/-

 Total – Rs 120/-

Conventional  terrace 
treatment

Water proofing Rs 25/-

 BBC + China Mosaic Rs 75/-

 Total- Rs.100/-



DECKLITE cost recovered in 1.5 year  :

Rs 120 – Rs 95 = Rs 25

China mosaic gives no major saving – Rs 100

Year after year the client saves further money spent on electricity 
consumption due to DECKLITE savings on electrical units.



Marvel Glass Pvt. Ltd.
601, Aniket, CG Road, Navrangpura, 
Ahmedabad - 380009
Gujarat, INDIA.

Phone: +91 79 2640 3353
Fax: +91 79 2640 2247
E-mail: mgpl@ad1.vsnl.net.in

Marvel Glass Inc.
1802 Brightseat Road
Suite 600, Landover
Maryland 20875

USA. E-mail: ssdeo.deo@gmail.com
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